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Easi File Saves Construction Companies Space and Time

Irvine, CA-----As the cost of office space continues to skyrocket, office managers are

looking for ways to conserve floor space. This trend has caused a recent increase in sales

of Easi File document storage systems to construction, architectural and engineering

companies nationwide. “We have seen sales increase significantly over the past year,”

says Brad Barrett, president of the Irvine, California-based storage and filing systems

company.

 “Most standard filing and storage systems found in office supply stores are designed for

letter or legal-size documents,” says Barrett.  The large drawings, maps and charts

required by construction and building engineers have been stored mainly in flat files or

“pigeon holes” in the past.
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Add One –Easi Files

“However,” he explains, “one Easi File vertical file stores the same number of documents

as three, five-drawer flat files, and requires 75 percent less space. Office Administrators

and Project Managers can experience a 75 percent saving in time spent retrieving and

storing drawings, as it typically takes less than 10 seconds to find and remove a

document,” he adds.

The popularity of Easi Files is growing in construction companies.  Lyndl Hill, Co-

owner of Hills Land and Construction, “We bought our first one just a while ago, and

liked it so well that we went out and bought another one.”

Banker’s Development, LLC is implementing its new Easi File system this month.

According to company president Dave Meinhardt, “What we have done with Easi File so

far has been helpful. We are re-organizing our office and it is helping with the

organization process,” he explains.  “Once we are up to speed, we will consider adding

additional files.”

Frieda McCallum, Document Control Administrator for Interface Displays and

Construction, recently purchased the Easi File system.  “Although our Easi Files are new,

I have already filled them and they are working perfectly.  We are pleased the Easi Files

are so large, because we replaced the flat file system that we had, and I had several old

documents that I did not want to discard,” she said.

--more--



Add Two – Easi Files

In addition to the savings in floor space and filing time, Easi File easily pays for itself

with increased security, document protection and reduced overhead.  For information on

Easi File storage and filing systems visit on line at www.easifileusa.com or call 1-800-

800-5563.

--30--

Editor’s Note:  Photos are attached.  Mr. Barrett is available for an interview to discuss

specific Easi-File applications in the construction marketplace. Contact Dennis Davis at

(760) 433-9199.

One Easi File vertical file stores the same number of documents as three, five-drawer flat files,

 and requires 75 percent less space.


